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We study the prospects of measuring the CKM matrix element |Vts | at the LHC with the top
quarks produced in the processes pp → t t¯X and pp → t/t¯X, and the subsequent decays t →
W + s and t¯ → W − s̄. To reduce the jet activity in top quark decays, we insist on tagging the W ±
leptonically, W ± → `± ν` (` = e, µ, τ), and analyse the anticipated jet profiles in the signal process
t → W s and the dominant background from the decay t → W b. To that end, we analyse the V 0
(K 0 and Λ) distributions in the s- and b-quark jets concentrating on the energy and transverse
momentum distributions of these particles. Noting that the V 0s emanating from the t → W b
branch have displaced decay vertexes from the interaction point due to the weak decays b → c → s,
and that the b-quark jets are rich in charged leptons, the information from the secondary vertex
distributions and the absence of energetic charged leptons in the jet provide additional (b-jet vs.
s-jet) discrimination in top quark decays. These distributions are used to train a boosted decision
tree (BDT), a technique used successfully in measuring the CKM matrix element |Vtb | in single
top production at the Tevatron. We show that the BDT-response functions corresponding to the
signal (t → W s) and background (t → W b) are very different. Detailed simulations undertaken by
us with the Monte Carlo generator PYTHIA are used to estimate the background rejection versus
√
signal efficiency for two representative LHC energies s = 7 TeV and 14 TeV. We argue that a
benchmark with 5% signal (t → W s) efficiency and a background (t → bW ) rejection by a factor
103 (required due to the anticipated value of the ratio |Vts |2 /|Vtb |2 ' 1.6 × 10−3 ) can be achieved
at the LHC, given the promised luminosity.
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1. Introduction

The cross section σ (p p̄ → t/t¯X) has provided a direct measurement of the dominant CKM-matrix
element |Vtb |. The ATLAS measurements yield |Vtb | = 1.13 ± 0.14(stat) ± 0.11(sys), which in turn
gives |Vtb | > 0.75 at 95% C.L. [4] and similar number for CMS.
The above determination of the matrix element |Vtb |, can be compared with the indirect determination based on a number of loop-induced processes in which top quark participates as a virtual
state, such as the B0 - B0 and B0s - B0s mixings, the radiative decay B → Xs γ and the CP-violation
parameter εK in the Kaon sector. Overall fits of the CKM unitarity yield, comparatively speaking,
an infinitely more accurate value |Vtb | = 0.999133(44) [8]. Experiments at the LHC are expected
to reach an accuracy of O(1)% on |Vtb |, which will provide valuable constraints on a number of
extensions of the standard model.
Encouraged by these measurements, we go a step further and explore in this paper the prospects
of measuring the matrix element |Vts | at the LHC. Unitarity fits yield |Vts | = 0.0407 ± 0.001 [8] and
−3
|Vtd | = (8.74+0.26
−0.37 ) × 10 . Direct determination of these matrix elements will require a good tagging of the t → s transition (for |Vts |) and t → d transition (for |Vtd |) in the top quark decays. Lacking a good tagging for the t → d transition, and also because of the small size of the CKM-matrix
element, we concentrate here on the measurements of |Vts | at the LHC.
In order to measure |Vts | directly, one has to develop efficient tagging of the decay t → W s
and suppress the dominant decay t → W b. As the first step, we propose to tag only those events in
which the W ± decay leptonically to reduce the jet activity in top quark decays. We suggest tagging
the leading particle in the emerging s-quark jet, expected to be a V 0 (K 0 and Λ), and study their
energy and transverse momentum distributions. Energetic V 0s are also present in the b-quark jets
initiated by the decay t → W b and the subsequent weak decays b → c → s. However, in this case,
the V 0s will have displaced vertexes (from the interaction point) and they will be often accompanied
with energetic charged leptons due to the decays b → `± X. Absence of a secondary vertex and
paucity of the energetic charged leptons in the jet provide a strong discrimination on the decays
t → W b without compromising the decays t → W s. The secondary decay vertex distributions in
the variable called r in the figures are of principal interest. Here r is the distance traversed in the
transverse plane by the b-quark before decaying, which is smeared with a Gaussian resolution to
2
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It is now fifteen years that the top quark was discovered in proton-antiproton collisions at the
Tevatron [1]. Since then, a lot of precise measurements have been undertaken at Fermilab and more
recently at the LHC. Among the highlights are the measurements of the top quark mass, limited at
present by a systematic uncertainty of about 1.0%, [2], the t t¯ production cross section with about
7% accuracy [3], and the measurement of the electroweak single top production [4]. Of these, the
single top (or anti-top) production cross section depends on the charged current couplings tqW ,
where q = d, s, b, which in the standard model (SM) are governed by the Cabibbo-KobayashiMaskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix VCKM [5, 6], which in the Wolfenstein [7] parametrization
is expressed as

 

Vud Vus Vub
λ
Aλ 3 (ρ − iη)
1 − 21 λ 2

 

VCKM ≡  Vcd Vcs Vcb  '  −λ (1 + iA2 λ 4 η)
1 − 21 λ 2
Aλ 2


Vtd Vts Vtb
Aλ 3 (1 − ρ − iη) −Aλ 2 1 + iλ 2 η
1
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Figure 1: pp → t t¯X at s = 14 TeV. Upper left frame: scaled-K 0 -energy distributions dN/dxK from t →
W s(→ K 0 X) (upper histogram) and t → W b(→ K 0 X) (lower histogram). Upper right frame: Transverse
momentum distributions of the K 0 s measured w.r.t. beam axis dN/d pTK (in GeV) in the same production
and decay processes as in the left frame. Lower frames show the distributions dN/dxΛ and dN/d pTΛ (in
GeV) for t → W s(→ ΛX) (upper histogram) and t → W b(→ ΛX) (lower histogram).

take into account realistic experimental conditions. We have assumed two representative r.m.s.
values (1 mm and 2 mm) for the Gaussian, where probably 2 mm is more realistic.
Having generated these distributions, characterising the signal t → W s and background t → W b
events, we use a technique called the Boosted Decision Trees (BDT) to develop an ID optimised
for the t → W s decays. BDT, or a variant of it called BDTD, where (De)correlated variables
are used, is a powerful tool in discriminating signal events from large backgrounds. We have
provided the detailed profile of the various kinematic variables for the signal (t → W s) and the
background (t → W b) on an event-by-event basis with the help of the Monte Carlo generator. The
software called the Toolkit for Multivariate Data Analysis in ROOT (TMVA) [9] is used for the
BDT response in our analysis. We argue that a benchmark with 5% signal (t → W s) efficiency and
a background (t → W b) rejection by a factor 103 can be achieved at the LHC, given the projected
LHC luminosity. We note that this level of background rejection is required due to the anticipated
value of the ratio |Vts |2 /|Vtb |2 ' 1.6 × 10−3 .

2. Analysis of the process pp → t t¯X and the subsequent decays t → W b,W s
Theoretical predictions of the top quark production at the LHC have been obtained by including up to the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) corrections in the strong coupling constant.
√
A typical estimate is: σ (pp → t t¯X) = 874+14
s = 14 TeV, where
−33 pb for mt = 173 GeV and
the errors reflect the combined uncertainties in the factorisation and normalisation scales and in the
parton distribution functions (PDF). Thus, using an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1 per year as a
benchmark, one expects an annual yield of O(107 ) t t¯ events at the LHC@14 TeV. The cross sections
at the lower LHC energies, 7 and 10 TeV, have also been calculated, with σ (pp → t t¯X) ' 400 pb
3
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at 10 TeV and about half that number at 7 TeV. Thus, for the top quark physics, the dividends in
going from 7 to 14 TeV are higher by a good factor 4.
For the numerical results shown here we have used the PYTHIA Monte Carlo [11] to generate 106 events for the process pp → t t¯X, followed by the decay chains t → W + b, W + s and
t¯ → W − b̄, W − s̄. As stated in the introduction, the W ± are forced to decay only leptonically
W ± → `± ν` (` = e, µ, τ) to reduce the jet activity from the non-leptonic decays of the W ± . This corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 10 f b−1 at 14 TeV. For an estimated efficiency of 5% at a
background rejection of 10−3 and |Vts |2 ∼ 1.7 × 10−3 , we expect 0.05 × 2 × 1.7 × 10−3 × 106 = 170
√
events over a background of 10−3 × 106 = 103 events giving a significance of 170/ 1000 i.e. more
than 5σ .
We then concentrate on the V 0 production, which for the experimental conditions at the two
main detectors ATLAS and the CMS implies V 0 = KS0 or V 0 = Λ, as the long-lived KL0 will decay
mostly out of the detectors. However, both KS0 and Λ6 can be detected by ATLAS and CMS and
their energy and momentum measured with reasonably good precision. In the present analysis,
we reconstruct V 00 s and soft leptons in the rapidity range |η| ≤ 2.5. In addition, we require the
V 00 s decay radius to lie in the range 20 to 600 mm. These acceptance cuts are acceptable for both
multipurpose detectors mentioned above, and they will be used in the analysis described in this and
the next section.
√
We start by showing the distributions for s = 14 TeV, the designed LHC center-of-mass
energy. The energy distribution of the KS0 is shown in the left-hand frame in Fig 1 plotted as a
function of the scaled energy of the Kaons XK = EK /Ejet . The transverse momentum of the K 0 s,
pT (K 0 ) (in GeV) is shown in the right hand frame in Fig 1. In both of these frames, the upper
histograms correspond to the decay t → W s and the lower one to the decay t → W b. As expected,
the decay chain t → W s(→ KS0 ) has a much stiffer distribution both in XK and pT (K 0 ), as the K 0 ’s
descending from the decay chain t → W b(→ c → s) are rapidly degraded in these variables due
to the subsequent weak decays. The corresponding distributions for the Λs are shown in the lower
two frames in Fig. 1. They are qualitatively very similar to those of the K 0 s.
We now show the distributions in the charged lepton energy from the decays t → b → `± X
and t → s → `± X in Fig. 2, showing the scaled lepton energy in the variable X` = E` /Ejet (upper left frame) and in p`T , the transverse momentum of the charged leptons (upper right frame).
This distribution quantifies the richness of the b-jets in charged leptons and the stiff character of
the energy/transverse momentum distributions due to the weak decays, as compared to the leptons
from s → `± X, which are all soft and coming from the leptonic decays of the various resonances
produced in the fragmentation of the s-quark. The final set of distributions from our Monte Carlo
simulation is the secondary decay vertex distribution (lower frame), smeared with a Gaussian distribution with a r.m.s. of 2 millimetres, shown in terms of a variable called r (measured in millimetres). The decay length for the t → W b case is calculated as γcτb , where γ is the Lorentz factor,
and cτb = 0.45 mm, corresponding to an average b-quark lifetime taken as τb = 1.5 ps from the
PDG [8]. This distribution, which reflects the long lifetime of the b-quark (respectively of the B
and Λb hadrons), against the lack of any secondary vertex from the s-quark fragmentation process,
is also a very powerful discriminant of t → W b vs. t → W s decays.
Having generated these distributions, characterising the signal t → W s and background t →
W b events in the process pp → t t¯X at the LHC, we use the BDT technique, discussed in the
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Figure 2: pp → t t¯X at s = 14 TeV. Upper frame: scaled-`± -energy distributions, dN/dx` , from t → W s(→
`± X) (lower histogram) and t → W b(→ `± X) (upper histogram). Middle frame: Transverse momentum
distributions of the `± s measured w.r.t. beam axis, dN/d pT` (in GeV), in the same production and decay
processes as in the upper frame. Lower frame: Secondary decay vertex distributions in the variable r (in
millimetres) for the two decay chains t → W s (solid histogram) and t → W b (dashed histogram), obtained
by smearing the decay length with a Gaussian having an r.m.s. value 2 millimetres.

introduction. In Fig. 3, we show the BDT response functions, showing that a clear separation
between the signal (t → W s) and background (t → W b) events has been achieved. The background
rejection vs. signal efficiency for the pp → t t¯ events is shown in Fig. 3. The results are shown
numerically in Table 1.
√
The distributions at s = 7 and 10 TeV are very similar to the corresponding ones shown
√
in Fig. 1 for 14 TeV. Hence, the characteristic differences that we have shown at s = 14 TeV
emanating from the top quark decays t → W b and t → W s in the V 0 and charged lepton energyand transverse momentum spectra are also present at the lower energies.
We have calculated the tagging efficiencies for the decay t → W s (signal) for an acceptance
of 0.1% for the decay t → W b (background). The acceptance level is motivated by the anticipated
value of the ratio of the t → W s and t → W b decay rates, which in the SM is O(10−3 ). The tagging
efficiencies for the three centre-of-mass energy at the LHC (7, 10 and 14 TeV) are given in Table 1
for two different vertex smearing (1 mm and 2 mm), assuming a Gaussian distribution.
Results for single top production can be found in [10].
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Table 1: Tagging efficiencies (in %) for the process pp → t t¯X, followed by the decay t → W s (signal) and
t → W b( background), calculated for an acceptance of 0.1% for the background at three LHC centre-of-mass
energies. Two Gaussian vertex smearing (with r.m.s. values 2 mm and 1 mm) are assumed for calculating
the displaced vertex distributions dN/dr.
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Figure 3: pp → t t¯X at s = 14 TeV. Left: The normalised BDTD response. The signal (dark shaded) from
the decay t → W s and the background (light shaded) from the decay t → W b are clearly separated in this
variable. Right: Background rejection vs. signal efficiency from the previous BDTD response. The two
MVA methods yield very similar results.

